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Recent progress in laboratory vestibular function tests, such as the video head impulse test (vHIT) and cervical/ocular vestibular evoked myogenic potential (cVEMP and oVEMP), has enabled physicians to discriminate pathological lesions in subdivisions of the vestibular organs. Analyzing combinations of each test result enables subdivisional pathology to be identified in greater detail. For example, separate or combined lateral canal, superior canal, and utricular pathology can be identified by examining the results of the superior semicircular canal and lateral canal in vHIT together with the results of oVEMP. Many studies have used this method to identify subdivisional pathologies of vestibulopathy. It was reported that the superior vestibular nerve (SVN) territory was more frequently involved in patients with acute vestibulopathy [1]. Several studies have also investigated the involvement of inferior vestibular nerve (IVN) pathology in acute vertigo [2-4]. The SVN territory was most likely found to be more common because the symptoms of SVN pathology were more severe in acute vestibulopathy. However, we should notice that acute or chronic pathology of the IVN territory can also contribute to mild dizziness, which is sometimes ignored in primary care settings. Most of the above studies were performed in patients with acute vestibulopathy, and there are still few reports on subdivisional pathologies in peripheral vestibular organs in larger populations of patients with acute, subacute, and chronic dizziness.

Lee et al. [5] found that abnormal test results were more common in the IVN territory than in the SVN territory in patients with vestibular disorders who experienced various severities of dizziness. This finding suggests that degeneration or changes in the vestibular organs in the IVN territory might be more common than in the SVN territory. Among the vestibular organs in the IVN territory, isolated saccular dysfunction was found more frequently than dysfunction in other locations. Those findings could result from anatomical factors and/or differences in the sensitivity and specificity of vHIT and VEMP, as the authors pointed out. It is reasonable to assume that both tests had different sensitivity and specificity based on the findings for the correlation between the tests. Even when each test had normal results, cVEMP and posterior semicircular canal gain in vHIT showed a linear correlation. This may indicate that pathologies in the IVN territory can be proximal and can be represented as separate pathologies at certain points due to differences in sensitivity and specificity between tests. A separate pathology can progress to common IVN pathology with time. Meanwhile, the saccule can initially be more vulnerable to injury than the posterior semicircular canal ampulla, and saccular pathology can be detected earlier than pathology in the posterior semicircular canal ampulla. Therefore, patients with abnormal findings of the posterior semicircular canal vestibulo-ocular reflex in vHIT are likely to have saccular pathology, as demonstrated by the strongest correlation between the tests in that study. Nonetheless, it remains difficult to resolve the issues of sensitivity and specificity in clinical research. In future studies aiming to identify real subdivisional pathologies of the vestibular periphery, more detailed parameters and analytical methods should be identified. The results of this study provide valuable information for clinicians and researchers regarding the importance of IVN pathologies in patients with dizziness and the currently available laboratory vestibular function tests.
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